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BY CAR
Coming from Munich, follow the autobahn A9 until B471 in Garching near Munich. Take the exit »Garching-Süd« und continue on B471 in direction of Garching-Südsmaning/Oberschleißheim. Continue on B471 until you reach the destination street Zeppelinstraße and turn right at Zeppelinstraße. Follow the road by turning left after approx. 200 m.

The Zeppelinstraße 15 location is situated on the left after 500 m, look for the Fraunhofer IGCV logo. Rented parking spaces are available on the parking lot of the neighboring institute. The parking entrance is located 50 m in eastern direction, enter from Zeppelinstraße.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Take the metro train U6 to the »Garching-Hochbrück« stop. Follow the road on foot heading north in direction of Daimlerstraße and cross Schleißheimerstraße. Here, Daimlerstraße turns into Zeppelinstraße. Follow Zeppelinstraße and turn left after 200 m. The Zeppelinstraße 15 location is on your left after 500 m, look for the Fraunhofer IGCV logo.

Alternatively, the City Bus No. 290 »Hochbrück, Jahnstraße« leaves the metro train station every 20 to 30 minutes. Take it to the »Zeppelinstraße« stop and continue the remaining 200 m on foot.